
Head, Heart and Hands. A Three Pronged Approach to Divestment Campaigning  

In our divestment campaigns it can be difficult to balance between the economics of divestment, 
organizing/building power, and communicating the urgency of action and need for climate justice. Itʼs easy 
to get sucked into the economic arguments for divestment, they make sense to our rational minds and we 
consider them often our best chance at convincing decision makers to divest, but are they always?  

When we limit ourselves to just the economics of divestment, we lose the important, emotionally resonant 
reasons we do this work - the urgency of action, the impacts of climate change/extreme weather, and 
solidarity with frontline communities and other reasons that speak to our heart. The same reasons these 
motivate us could be true of the decision makers weʼre targeting. During South African apartheid 
divestment campaigns, it was the moral argument that most effectively mobilized people to take action, 
and convinced decision makers.
 
During the tobacco divestment movement, Philip Morris felt unable to defeat campaigners because the 
moral ground was owned by those calling for divestment. The company researched campaigns and 
figured out that could own the economic ground with more expertise than the divestment campaigns. This 
strategy was successful in fighting off divestment for a long time by forcing the argument to be primarily 
about economics (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2596576/). 

The emotional heart arguments and the economic head discourse are both powerful and necessary tools, 
but without organizing and action, they too are not enough. Again looking at the history of divestment 
campaigns, it was rarely enough to just “be right” on morals or economics, divestment organizers needed 
to take action. Divestment campaigns employed a range of tactics, most notable sit-ins, occupations and 
building “Shanty Towns” (mock versions of the townships that Blacks weʼre forced to live in under 
apartheid). In many cases, it was only when campaigns turned to actions and pressure tactics that wins 
were realized. At both the University of Toronto (http://nvdatabase.swarthmore.edu/content/university-
toronto-students-win-divestment-apartheid-south-africa-1984-1990) and Carleton University (http://
rabble.ca/news/2010/01/looking-back-carletons-divestment-south-africa), divestment campaigners 
organized direct actions after having divestment rejected by their administrations. Within months both 
campaigns won full divestment.  

What does this mean? We need to develop strategies that brings together and values all three of these 
tools for the fossil fuel divestment movement, and recognizes the importance of each one. 

Divestment as a Three Pronged Strategy

1. THE HEAD
- The Carbon Bubble
- The Economic riskiness of fossil fuels 
- Re-investment and moving investment 
- Building jobs in a new energy economy

Our “head” strategies are powerful tools for making the case for fossil fuel divestment to decision makers, 
and for over-coming many of the arguments against divestment. These strategies call in expertise and 
open up the campaign to new, unconventional and powerful allies whose support can help move 
campaigns forward. The “head” also has itʼs pitfalls. We are often considered out of our depth, without the 
expertise of fund managers, economists and investment professionals. This has been capitalized on in 
past divestment campaigns by our opponents, who were able to reframe the debate on divestment to be 
solely about economics (e.g. Phillip Morrisʼ anti tobacco divestment strategy). “Head” arguments can also 
be difficult to make matter to our own movement, our existing allies and potential allies. 
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2. THE HEART
- Impacts of extraction and climate change 
- Extreme Weather events 
- Inter-generational impacts and the power of youth/students
- History of divestment 
- Solidarity with Frontline communities 

Our “heart” strategies are the reason why most of us are taking on action on climate change in the first 
place. This emotional appeal builds our campaigns and convinces people to take action with us. They 
convey urgency and call upon decision makers to have moral courage to divest from fossil fuels. In some 
cases, these “heart” strategies overcome the economic objections of our targets, and at the core they are 
what give us the moral ground to stand on calling for divestment. They allow us to bring in the voices of 
our allies and help us build a deeper movement. Without our “heart” strategies campaigns are easily 
shifted into committees and ethical investment processes where we risk co-optation, attrition and losing 
the urgency of our campaigns. During campaigns to divest from South Africa, it was noted by 
campaigners that despite their ability to make a financial argument, it was typically the moral argument (or 
at least the fear of decision makers to be seen as on the side of injustice) that moved decision makers. 

3. THE HANDS

- Taking action 
- Organizing events
- Getting media attention 
- Petitioning and Outreach 

Together, the “head” and “heart” of the divestment strategy can create 
a powerful narrative and arguments, but both require action and organizing to make change happen. 
Whether it is morally or financially, we cannot afford to assume that being right is enough. We need to 
build power, as well as know how to leverage and use it, to win divestment campaigns. One piece of this 
is organizing, building our lists, our connections and bringing allies/neutral groups, and even some 
opponents on board to support divestment. Our “hands” also need to be ready and willing to take action. 
Past divestment campaigns employed a range of tactics, but in many cases it was only when students 
shifted to organizing protests, sit-ins, occupations and other creative actions that divestment was forced 
forward through reluctant administrators. 

Think about these three as pieces of a whole strategy, and different situations mean relying more heavily 
on different pieces. This could mean needing to lead with the “head” in a meeting with administrators, but 
not forgetting that in the past the moral “heart” was a powerful tool, or that behind both of these is “hands” 
that can build the power necessary to create change, organize compelling actions and visuals, and 
intervene when more pressure is needed. 


